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 Special Guest:  
  Jaime Sajecki, VDGIF Black Bear Project Leader 
 Pre-release “Questions and Answers” 
     

 

Thursday, July 31, 2014 
 
 Raina Krasner, WCV:  

Speaking of bears ... 

 

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  

Okay, gang, I think Jaime is in place and ready! Let's give a big welcome to her -- Hi, Jaime! Thanks so much for taking the time to come 

on and talk about bears! 

 

 
 Jaime Sajecki:  

Hello Critter Nation! It’s nice to be back on this forum, you guys and gals are a really great and sharp bunch and your questions are 

always so thoughtful. Thinking and writing so fast is good exercise for my brain. After we finish our sessions I feel like I need to go drink 

some Gatorade and sit with a wet towel on my head. ANYHOW….I thought there would probably be a lot of questions about this year’s cub release 

so I figured I would do my best to try and address all of them. 

 

 Jaime Sajecki:  

Just to start off, I know we haven’t really done the same thing twice in terms of the length of time these cubs are at the Center and the 

time we release them. The last few years have been a new experience (adventure!) for all of us in raising dependent cubs in the absence 

of a mother bear. We are learning a great deal about what works and what doesn’t when it comes to these little guys. 

 

 Jaime Sajecki:  

Also it makes it a little harder since every bear is an individual with his or her own history of what happened to bring him/her to the 

Center, own personality, own set of behaviors….so while certain guidelines will always apply, there have to be adjustments made that 

accommodate these different traits in order to be successful in our goal of releasing healthy strong independent WILD little bears out into the 

world. 

 

 Jaime Sajecki:  

Due to some issues we had with the last cohort after they were released, and the fact that like some of the bears last year, some of these 

cubs were kept for a while before we got them (growl…), we wanted to minimize their time in a captive situation. So thanks for having 

me back here and caring about these bears. TIME FOR QUESTIONS LET UM RIP! 

 

Comment From cwerb  

Hi Jaime and welcome 

 

Comment From izzy  

Hi Jaime!! Always a real treat when you come to visit with us! 

 

Comment From Lois - Bath, NY  

Hi Jamie, so nice of you to spend some time with CN. 
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Comment From bw  

Hi Jaime! 

 

Comment From Sally in SoCal  

Hello Jaime! 

 

Comment From CaroleinMN  

Welcome Jaimie! 

 

Comment From izzy  

Please put this question on hold for Jaime :) Hi Jaime thanks so much for visiting with us again today! I was wondering what your thoughts are on 

those who claim that feeding stations don't create a habituation in bears and that they won't further engage humans for food? This is something 

that seems to be shared often via social media recently. Thanks for all that you do for wildlife especially the bears! 

 

 Jaime Sajecki:  

 

Hi! Thanks for that question, 

When it comes to feeding stations for bears there is a lot of information out there, studies and opinions and anecdotal observations. 

There are a few reasons people do it (or want to), to help increase population size, to help at time where there is little natural food, to divert the 

bears from eating something else (like cambium from conifer stands). When it comes to the bear’s perspective though, food is food right, whether 

it is pellets or corn or garbage.  

 

 

 Jaime Sajecki:  

So although there are a few schools of thought on the subject there are a couple things that are a given. Providing artificial food to bears 

will result in bears coming to the food . This can change movements, dispersal, reproductive success, behavior, structure of the 

“community”.. there are ecological effects, and the greater potential for disease transmission when you make a whole bunch of animals 

gather together. While there is not much out there that shows a direct causal relationship between feeding and the creation of bears that may 

become a “problem”, there is enough circumstantial evidence that many places have adopted anti feeding rules (like us). 

 

 Jaime Sajecki:  

One older example that comes to mind is the Yellowstone example. In a nutshell, in the early years people would go to see bears eating 

at open garbage dumps and would feed bears by hand. Through 1969, there were almost 50 injuries to people by bears per year and 

more than 100 incidents of property damage per year at the Park. In 1970 the Park cut all of that off, no more garbage for bears. Since 

then, the injury rate dropped to 1 a year, property damage to about 14 per year and the number of bears that had to be killed plummeted. You can 

look up that case study online. Also there is a good review online about this issue that covers all the bases: 

A Comprehensive Review of the Ecological and Human Social Effects of Artificial Feeding and Baiting of Wildlifehttp://digitalcommons.unl.e... 

 

AND There is a short summary in a document that the Northeast Black Bear Tech Committee published (I am on that committee and was editor of 

the document) you can see on our bear site or here:http://www.dgif.virginia.go... 

 

Comment From MH in SC  

Question for Jaime.......did you ever find out who kept the bear, Monty, and were they prosecuted? 

 

 Jaime Sajecki:  

Yes and yes. In fact, the Conservation Officer who first confiscated him as a tiny Monty got to see him before he left for Knoxville, he was 

amazed. We have some great officers in VA. In fact there were other citations issued this year for cubs that were illegally kept by people. 

I believe they are prosecuted under Code of Virginia  

§ 29.1-521. Unlawful to hunt, trap, possess, sell or transport wild birds and wild animals except as permitted; exception; penalty. Which is a class 3 

misdemeanor for each charge. 

 

Comment From Me  

Do bears typically sleep so relaxed in the woods? Wondering if they are more relaxed because they feel somewhat safe and don't feel the need to 

be on high alert. Not that they wouldn't move fast if humans approached them at the center. 

 

http://digitalcommons.unl.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1020&context=icwdmccwhcnews
http://www.dgif.virginia.gov/wildlife/bear/BearMgmtOptions_NEBBTC2012.pdf
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 Jaime Sajecki:  

I think it depends on who you are in the bear hierarchy and who is in your homerange. I have seen a lot of remote video footage of bears 

(and actually saw some in Alaska like that after gorging on salmon) snoozing all splayed out like there isn’t a thing in the world to care 

about. If anyone here has seen my bear 101 talks in person I have some video of just that. I think the smaller ones and the females with 

small cubs sleeping on the ground tend to be more on alert for bigger bears that might come by but it doesn’t take much to get them up and 

moving fast. I am sure that the bears at the center are feeling pretty comfortable since they don’t have a lot to be afraid of there in terms of big 

bears coming by or people walking through. 

 

 Jaime Sajecki:  

Once they are out their instincts and smarts will keep them more alert, they may spend more time snoozing in trees for safety than on 

the ground. Keep in mind too that adult bears are top of the four legged food chain, their only predator is people. Small bears need to 

worry about big bears and coyotes and bobcats. 

 

 Jaime Sajecki:  

Here are some stills from a video (taken by a grad student Eileen Creel: you can read about the project herehttp://humboldt-

dspace.cals...) 

I have of a bear that sprawled out under a can that had food in it for a research project that took place when I worked in CA on the 

Reservation . He would visit the can every day, empty it, and then lay there batting the can around and scratching his belly all splayed out for 

HOURS.  

 

 Jaime Sajecki:  

i am having some difficulty with the photos... hang on 

 

 

Comment From Jakermo♥♥  

LOVE your avatar!!! 

 

 Jaime Sajecki:  

i love bear noses 

 

 

 Raina Krasner, WCV:  

Yea, I think your avatar should win an award. 

 

 

 Jaime Sajecki:  

amanda might be able to get the photos up in a minute in the meantime.. 

 

 
 o  ent  ro   ale    ๏  ๏)  

FOR JAIME: Our 19 special needs kids are so glad you are an integral part of WCV's "bear necessities of life" environs at WCV. They really would 

love to know how you developed and promoted your professional relationship with bear hunters in SW Virginia and perhaps elsewhere. That is a 

HUGE benefit for released bears! Thanks so much for your time! 

 

 Jaime Sajecki:  

Hi Kids! Wow, that is one of the most thoughtful questions I have gotten! 

 

 

 Jaime Sajecki:  

First, thank you for recognizing the benefit this relationship provides to the released bears. Part of the reason I wanted to do this today 

was because I know there are a lot of people who might not be feeling the same way. I totally understand where people are coming from 

and hope that people might keep an open mind and hear a little more before making a decision. 

 

 

http://humboldt-dspace.calstate.edu/bitstream/handle/2148/296/Final%20Thesis.pdf?sequence=1
http://humboldt-dspace.calstate.edu/bitstream/handle/2148/296/Final%20Thesis.pdf?sequence=1
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 Jaime Sajecki:  

Back when I started in this position there were a lot of things that were totally new to me both professionally and on a personal level. I 

thought I had an idea of which “constituent” groups I felt most similar to in terms of values. I think I mentioned in one of the last 

discussions that I am not a hunter, I don’t come from a hunting family, I have been a vegetarian for 23 years, and worst of all I am a 

YANKEE (ha ha ha). I had never met a true bear hunter in my life but I had certainly heard rumors of the elusive and terrifying big beardy 

woodsmen (from what I heard I thought they must kind of be like Bigfoot…). 

 

 Jaime Sajecki:  

Fast forward some years. Through our regulations process and general bear-related operations, I noticed that there are groups of people 

(CN folks being one of the groups!) that have stood out in terms of the passion and, dare I say, love and incredible knowledge they have 

about bears. One of these groups may seem like the most unlikely candidates to some; those that hunt bears. Many of these men and 

women live and breathe bears, they work in their communities to help prevent conflicts, they educate people about bears, they make sure that 

ethics and welfare factor into any sort of lethal management (hunting or otherwise) and they are some of the biggest advocates for a healthy 

thriving population of bears I have ever met. AND most of them don’t even like killing bears, they like to shoot at them with cameras instead. 

 

 Jaime Sajecki:  

So the short story is, I have established close relationships over the years with certain individuals in the Virginia Bear Hunters Association 

that are built on mutual respect and trust for what we are all doing out here AND our common love of the big fuzzy black things running 

around in VA. I approached these particular people about this opportunity in order to potentially prevent any of the same problems we 

had with some in last group of bears. I would not have done so if I did not believe that it was in the best interest of these bears or had not 

developed the relationship I had with these hunters. 

 

 Jaime Sajecki:  

Not that you really asked but the moral of that story is..it is important to keep an open mind and don’t judge something until you learn 

FOR YOURSELF as much as you can about it … You may be surprised what you find. 

 

 

 Jaime Sajecki:  

here are the photos I was failing at getting up.. 
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Comment From sue from Maine  

to Jaime- you are a wonderful person. we had talked- i had a question re the black bear in Ely, MN and you were most gracious taking the time to 

answer questions for me concerning the the 2 cubs surviving the winter without their mom. at the time i was living in CT and we also talked 

Macoun apples. now i have moved to Maine - back to my roots. take care Jaime. 

 

 Jaime Sajecki:  

Hi Sue! Thank you for the nice comments, you just made me think about those delicious apples. I want to put on a bear suit and raid all 

the orchards.. 

 

Comment From Mrs. Matheson  

For Jamie: I am not able to be on for your Q&A (right in the middle of 4th grade math) but I wanted to let you know how much my 4th graders (last 

year's) have come to love and appreciate bears. One of them, Kiley, LOVES to read about bears. Bears have taken this 'I don't like to read," child to 

"I love to read about bears." (Her reading ability increased and she has told me that she wants to take your job when she gets older. lol) 

 

 Jaime Sajecki:  

What an amazing comment, you gave me goosebumps. Tell Kiley that there is nothing stopping her! I love hearing things like that. I think 

bears make everyone's lives better :) 

 

Comment From Jakermo♥♥  

For Jaime: Do you use the experiences that WCV has had with Bears to teach any other groups [meaning rehabbers, etc?] 

 

 Jaime Sajecki:  

I have used some of the experiences we have had to pass information onto others but nothing formal. I think that we are all(me and 

WCV staff) still learning and getting a ton of useful information 

 

Comment From VA Kris  

Hi Jaime. Thank you so much for visiting the chat room today. This Spring was rough for Virginia's Black Bears. Was there any kind of study to 

estimate the percentage of yearlings that survived? 

 

 Jaime Sajecki:  

Nothing formal but we had reports of at least one bear from each release group that was seen somewhere. All in all I know there were 6 

that survived. A couple actually left VA. 

 

Comment From janeinstpete  

Q for Jaime: how will the wildlife guys check on the bears? Won't the bears just run up trees? 

 

 Jaime Sajecki:  

Just to be clear, they arent going to be following them around or anything. These guys spend most of the fall out in the woods and will 

just be keeping an eye out for the tags. 

 

 Jaime Sajecki:  

And yes, the hope is that when they see people they will run up trees. These guys will also be watching to make sure they dont make 

thier way to any homes. 
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 Jaime Sajecki:  

Since there a a number of them it is just like a bunch of extra eyes out there making sure no one is feeding them or that they arent 

getting into anything they shouldnt. 

 

Comment From cwerb  

Jaime, I have heard that bears are generally not sociable creatures. But from what we've seen in captivity, with all the group wrestling and group 

napping, this seems not to be the case. Or are they just more sociable in a captive environment? 

 

 Jaime Sajecki:  

When they are young, especially as cubs, they NEED the socialization. In fact one of the most important thing for rehab success is that 

there is more than one cub. 

 

 

 Jaime Sajecki:  

In the wild they some siblings will also stay together after thier mother gives them the boot for a year or more. Socialization while they 

are young is very important. 

 

 

 Jaime Sajecki:  

Also in the wild adults are mostily solitary but can tolerate eachother in certain circumstances like where there is a common feeding 

place (think salmon run or open dump). 

 

 Jaime Sajecki:  

I think in captivity it is different since they are kind of forced to interact as adults.  

 

 

 Jaime Sajecki:  

These bears are all young and needing eachother for comfort, learning and reassurance. 

 

 

Comment From Lydia, PA ♥ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ ♥  

Question for Jamie: In regards to the release of this current "family unit" of 7, the update indicates the hunter firends who care about the bears,will 

be checking on their welfare and reporting any problem observations. I am curious as to how they will "check on them". Are there random or 

schedule observations times? What would they look for? 

 

 Jaime Sajecki:  

I didnt see this one before but hope I answered it a little. Checking on them just means that if these bears stay fairly close to where we 

put them, there is a good chance they will be seen again since these guys will be out there quite a bit. They will not be handling them or 

doing anything that will make them the least bit comfortable to be around people. 

 

 Jaime Sajecki:  

They will just be making sure they stay far away from any residences or other places they should not be and will be able to tell us right 

away if it looks like we might need intervene in anything 

 

Comment From cwerb  

do you have a perspective on the recent news of bear attacks, most recently on a woman in Canada, who was killed by a male bear during the 

course of her work day. How common is it for bears to aggressively pursue and kill humans unless they feel genuinely threatened by them? 

 

 Jaime Sajecki:  

Incredibly rare! In the last 100 years or so there have only been about 60 fatalities in all of North America from black bears. Most of 

those fatalities were predatory attacks, not attacks from feeling threatened. 

 

 Jaime Sajecki:  

By nature, bears want to aviod conflict that ends in the potential for injury to themselves. That is why in most cases when they feel 

uneasy or threatened they vocalize (huff and chomp), and if that doesnt work they might stomp feet or bluff charge without making 

contact. 
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 Jaime Sajecki:  

sorry about the spelling everyone.....Im going fast and there is no spell check 

 

 

 Jaime Sajecki:  

I think I mentoned this before but there is a great article you can find online by S. Herrero, the world expert on bear attacks. He just did a 

paper on all the attacks in the last century. 

 

 Jaime Sajecki:  

Keep in mind with 17,000 bears and thousands of interactions every year in VA, we have never had an unprovoked attack or fatality. 

 

 

 

 Jaime Sajecki:  

Of course we want to keep it that way which is why we have the laws we do and why we do our best to make people aware of how to 

interpret bear behavior and avoid any type of conflict that might result in a person or a bear being hurt. 

 

Comment From GN  

Hi, Jaime. Does the Virginia DGIF ever work with neighboring states in regard to releasing bears? Seems West Virginia should be good for 

something. 

 

 Jaime Sajecki:  

Ha! There is a rule about that. No one is allowed to bring bears across state lines. We joke that all of us, NC, TN, KY, MD, WV all release 

our bear a foot before the state line pointing towards the other states. But no bears from here are released here, same as every other 

state. We cant prevent them from leaving though. 

 

 Jaime Sajecki:  

There is currently a MD bear out on the Northern Neck 

 

 

Comment From Cathy, DE  

If the cubbies get separated either from each other or their surrogate, will be be able to survive on their own? 

 

 Jaime Sajecki:  

Thier chances are as good as most especially since they are in such terrific condition. There are a great deal of studies that look at 

survival when orphaned at different times. Our policy, like most other state policies dictate that if we find an orphan after July 1 that is 

healthy (over 20 pounds or so) we do not remove them from where they are for the purpose of rehab. 

 

 Jaime Sajecki:  

As long as they can eat solid foods (they all have the teeth to do so now) and have a good body condition they will likely do fine. The 

place we are putting them has a lot of food now and looks like will have good acorns this fall. 

 

 Jaime Sajecki:  

Even if they are seperated I feel confident (and backed by studies) that they have a very fine chance of making it 

 

 Comment From :Lynne - TheMaritimes.ca  

Question for Jamie. Do you have any idea of the percentage of survivors for bears that have been raised or kept in enclosures, but without people, 

as at WCV or the previous State set up? ie. 10%, 40%, 50%, 75%??? 

 

 Jaime Sajecki:  

There is a biologist who is actually putting together information on survival studies from all over right now. I had the opportunity to hear 

a talk about this at a recent bear meeting. In terms of survival, there is certainly a range depending on so many things, hunting seasons, 

populations, etc. If you want the exact percent I can look that up but I want to say that some survival studies showed survival in the 80% 

s...some were also low. 
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Comment From Donna VB  

Hello Jamie, The cubs seem too young to be released. If they get separated from they older yearlings, will they have a good chance to survive on 

their own? 

 

 
 Jaime Sajecki: 

Oops sorry Donna, didnt see this one. Did I answer your question well enough earlier? 

 

 

Comment From Greg Va mnts  

Jamie I live at the base of the Blue Ridge mnts in Rockbridge Co and over the past few years we are seeing less bears in the mnts and more out in 

the valley, any reasons that you know of other than food? Thoughts?? 

 

  Jaime Sajecki:  

Hi Greg! Lucky you, so beautiful out there. You are probably on the right track there. The last few years have been hard in terms of 

natural food for bears. There are so many things to eat in the valley (presumably where the people are) at certain times of year 

 

  Jaime Sajecki:  

It is amazing how many people still don't realize that trash and birdfeeders attract bears. As long as there is food, they will come. It is also 

quite possible that the bears in the mountains are harder to see vs ones in the Valley with their rumps hanging out of trash cans. 

 

 
 Jaime Sajecki:  

If you are in the forest, most times a bear will hear and smell you before you even know he or she is there. The ones that get used to 

being around people smells are not necessarily so wary. 

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  

Just wanted to say thanks to caleb and kids for th earlier question and thanks to Jaime for the thoughtful answer. I think this a really 

interesting lesson for ALL of us to learn. Sometimes it's too easy to lump incorrect characteristics to one group of people -- but the world 

is not a black and white place! 

 

Comment From Lois - Bath, NY  

I am very thankful for that relationship you have with the hunters. Its always nice to have an extra eye out for the young ones. 

 

Comment From CaroleinMN  

But isn't it verry hard when you run smack dab into a closed mind, unwilling to listen? Then how do you help them see the 'light'? 

 

 Jaime Sajecki:  

These all refer to the hunter question earlier 

 

 

 Jaime Sajecki:  

I run into people like that all the time. I think we all do. I feel like you do your best to try and give people your thoughts and it is up to 

them to decide for themselves how they feel. 

 

Comment From Jakermo♥  

I just don't understand people who hunt bears. Do they eat the meat? After you have shot one bear, why would you want to do it again. I mean, if 

you wanted it for a trophy? 

 

 Jaime Sajecki:  

Most hunters do eat the meat of the bears. I think I talked about this before but we did a survey and asked hunters about that. We also 

have a law about wasting any animal you harvest/kill. I do understand that people have mixed feelings about hunting, especially bears.. 

 

 Jaime Sajecki:  

but also keep in mind that the most preferred way to manage populations (from our bear managment plan) that need managing is to 

allow hunters to harvest and use the animal vs having people just shoot them or have them get hit by cars, etc 

 

 Jaime Sajecki:  
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There are certainly people that I have talked to that have killed one bear and never want to do it again. In terms of the trophy part, I believe that 

for an ethical hunter, ANY bear they harvest is a trophy and something they cherish. 

 

 Jaime Sajecki:  

There are also people... hunters and non hunters alike that do terrible unethical things. You just can't paint everyone with the same 

brush. 

 

Comment From PaulaR  

Hello Jaime! i know you had a lot to do with recommending "fostering" the little cubs on the female yearlings...are you as surprised and as 

delighted as i am that the two little families seem to have seamlessly merged into one? 

 

 Jaime Sajecki:  

It really is great isn't it? The first time we did that was through the advice of Lisa Stewart (formerly ABR now at BBSI) who had a great 

deal expereince with this. Now that we have seen for ourselves how well it works and how it benefits all of those bears I think we are all 

incredibly pleased and excited! 

 

Comment From Guest  

My dad and brothers, uncles etc never hunted bear, but everything they do hunt we eat. 

 

Comment From Rose  

A friend hunts bear and feeds family and friends. 

 

 Jaime Sajecki:  

Those are nice things to hear 

 

 

Comment From Renee in PA  

I agree with Jakermo! I work for a company with lots of hunters and it just does not make sense to me. 

 

 Jaime Sajecki:  

Believe me, the hardest part of my job has been to come to terms with this. I tell everyone, I never thought I would be where I am, 

growing up I thought I would be living in the forest watching monkeys or something not managing a statewide program 

 

 Jaime Sajecki:  

But what that means for me is that managing a program for a species that I absolutly love, I have to do what is best using the best 

information and science that I can and listening to all sorts of views. 

 

 Jaime Sajecki:  

I just want people to understand that there are fates far worse for bears than some imagine come from hunting. Also keep in mind that 

the hunters here are some of the biggest advocates for keeping our environment healthy, preserving habitat and open space , and 

keeping wildlife healthy. You are not alone but again not all hunters are the same. 

 

Comment From BarbB in nj  

Jamie, thanks for sharing your knowledge with us.Many of us are reading Smiling Bears for book club with Raina next week. Will you ever write a 

book based on your experiences? 

 

 Jaime Sajecki:  

Ha I doubt it, maybe once I retire but I do have some good stories.... 

 

 

Comment From Heidi in NH  

Welcome Jaime. Have noticed that very tiny, barely formed acorns have been falling from the trees here possibly in response to heavy rains and 

wind. Any such happening in VA? 

 

 Jaime Sajecki:  
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I ahve also noticed that. I am hoping that we have a better crop than last year. We will be doing our surveys soon to determine how this fall will 

add up in terms of production. Keep your fingers crossed! 

 

Comment From cwerb  

Jaime, I was stunned to learn of a large male black bear wandering around in the back yards of homes about a mile away from me in Central NJ a 

few months ago. Is the bear population growing and migrating our way? I've never heard of a black bear sighting anywhere near where I am, 

although I know they are further north in the mountainous region near upstate NY 

 

 Jaime Sajecki:  

The espansion of bears (or recovery) we expereinced in VA is pretty similar to how populations have recovered throughout the whole 

eastern range. I laugh when I hear about bears in NJ just because who would think right! Well they have been there for a while now. A 

testament to how adaptable of a species they are 

 

 Jaime Sajecki:  

If they world ends and people dissapear I am pretty sure it will be bears, roaches, and coyotes that run the place. 

 

 

 

Comment From MH in SC  

Jaime...any information on how the 7 are doing that were released back in 2012? One was so tiny looking and tripped upon release, then went off 

crying in the woods for sibling...I think we are remembering that and a little worried about separation anxiety.... 

 

 Jaime Sajecki:  

I do not have any specific info on those bears but after they were released we left quickly. I don't think the others got very far before the 

little one was able to catch up. Remember they have amazing noses and can find eachother easily 

 

Comment From JudyVA  

Hi Jamie. Outside the counties in far western VA and in the Southeast part of the state, are there other counties that have a large number of bear-

human interactions? 

 

 Jaime Sajecki:  

Yes! Since we have bears all over the state, where there are people and bears there are interactions. Some of the bigger hot spots are 

around the Great Dismal Swamp, Chesapeake, Suffolk area, some places in Southside, Counties around SNP and even east of that. 

 

Comment From Lydia, PA ♥ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ ♥  

Hi Jamie, thank you for being here today. I have another question: Based on your knowledge and past experiences, do you bleieve it is really likely 

that these cubs will stick close to the yearlings after release back to the wild? And if so, about how long would we expect the yearlings to tolerate 

this? (I know they seem bonded now, but I wonder if this same need or desire to be together will continue when they are not confined to a limited 

area and being fed 

 

Comment From MH in SC  

Jaime......regarding where you will be releasing...although it's anticpated that the yearlings will stay together for a while, as they mature to 2 or yrs, 

won't their territory grow to where their roaming would take them further away from release area? 

 

 Jaime Sajecki:  

A couple of thoughts on these questions... 

 

 

 Jaime Sajecki:  

I honestly don't know the answer to the how long the cubs will stay with the yearlings, our hope and thoughts and expectation is that 

they will stay together through the winter. When sows kick out thier cubs it is so they can breed again. Bears are not breeding age until 

at least 2.5. In terms of territories, it is hard to say, some bears stay within a couple of miles of where they are released while others start 

walking...we have had research bears that did both 

 

 Jaime Sajecki:  
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If there is food and everything they need to survive (shelter, water, etc) the hope is that they stay in the area at least for this year. As we have 

found out though, some of the bears from the last cohort did not stay where we put them...some did 

 

Comment From Guest  

What is the most important thing you have learned along with WCV is the last year about captive raising cubs? 

 

 Jaime Sajecki:  

I think the most important thing I learned is that sometimes, with some bears there is nothing you can do to persuade them to not like 

people if they have been innapropriately raised. Not that the WCV was the cause 

 

 Jaime Sajecki:  

In a lot of cases I have read that you can turn a cub around and it will become wild once it is older or not like all people but just some 

people -- but as we have seen from the bears that ended up not leaving or coming back to the WCV this was not the case. 

 

 Jaime Sajecki:  

So I learned that it was even more important to be very careful and that there may be some behaviors no matter what you do you can 

not change 

 

Comment From Hummingbird  

What would make a black bear become predatory? 

 Jaime Sajecki:  

In many cases of people who were attacked by predatory bears, these bears were from back country areas where they may not have 

ever run into a person before 

 

 Jaime Sajecki:  

There may be more competetion for food with other bears including places where there is brown and black bear overlap. 

 

 

 Jaime Sajecki:  

I know this isn't encouraging but I think some bears (thankfully few - 60 cases out of a million bears) that just see a person and think I 

might try to eat that. Chances are so small though. You are more likely to die from a dog attack or being struck by lightning 

 

Comment From VA Kris  

I'm sorry, Jaime. I meant, do we have any estimated percentage state wide of how many yearlings survived the lean spring months. 50%? 

 

 Jaime Sajecki:  

Well as far as I know 6 made it...out of 17/18 ha ha so many now I cant remember. Those are from confirmed sightings. 

 

 

Comment From Guest  

Q for Jaime: While hiking I came across coyote scat that consisted of bear hair. Wouldn't a sow protect her cubs against coyotes? 

 

 Jaime Sajecki:  

Oh yes she would but if they were seperated it is possible the coyotes snuck in. Also coyotes will scavenge on dead bears so either is a 

possibility. 

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  

Oh, I have a question for Jaime too! Jaime, have you read the book Smiling Bears? It's such a great book. The author makes a comment in 

there that reminds me of what you just said -- about learning more about a situation before you judge it. :) 

 

 Jaime Sajecki:  

No but I will now! 

 

 

Comment From izzy  
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Jaime do ear tags eventually fall off as bears grow? Just wondering towards the future when these bears are within the legal hunting criteria would 

the tags make them easier targets? 

 

Comment From Lois - Bath, NY  

Jamie - as the bears get older, to the hunters avoid shooting bears with ear tags? 

 

Comment From Rose  

Are any of the released bears going to be fitted with tracking device ? 

 

 Jaime Sajecki:  

Not really, sometimes if they are on the ears a LONG time the plastic can degrade or they can get ripped out but there are bears we have 

captured that kept those tags for 20 years. We will not be putting any other monitoring device on them. 

 

 Jaime Sajecki:  

As far as the bears being targets with the ear tags. I am not sure how to answer that. I suppose it is something that is a hunter personal 

preference??? We have some old research bears that come in the harvest with tags. I dont know if people look for them or not. Everyone 

that does harvest a tag bear wants to know all about his or her life, where the bear came from, why it was tagged., etc. they are really 

interested in the history. I do have a feeling though that I would be pretty shocked if any of the people I am meeting on Monday would even think 

about it. 

 

Comment From VA Kris  

We have 17,000 bears in the state. I wonder what the annual harvest is? 

 

 Jaime Sajecki:  

It has been over 2000 bears for the last 5 years. And we still have growing populations in some part of the state. 

 

 

Comment From SalGal  

Jamie, thanks for coming on the chat today! In your experience, how often have you seen or heard of darting injuries that resulted in bears having 

to be euthanized as occurred recently at WCV? 

 

 Jaime Sajecki:  

It happens to our field staff once every couple of years. Even the most careful experienced people can have this happen. It is really hard 

and that is why formal training especially for emergencies is so important. 

 

Comment From JudyVA  

Jamie, when a bear is hit and killed by a car/truck, is the incident reported to VDGIF? 

 

 Jaime Sajecki:  

Some of the time. I would guess only about 50% of the time 

 

 

 Jaime Sajecki:  

I know there are so many other questions I didnt get to but I have to cut this short for today. I would stay all day if I could becuase you 

guys ask the best questions! 

 

 Jaime Sajecki:  

Perhaps after the release I can visit again and answer all the questions I never got to (sorry!!!!) 

 

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  

Thank you so much Jaime -- you are awesome!! 

 

 

 Jaime Sajecki:  
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Thank you for caring so much about bears and helping spread the word out there. I appreciate all of you so much! 

 

 

Comment From cwerb  

Excellent presentation..thank you Jaime! 

 

Comment From PaulaR  

Thanks for spending the time with us, Jaime. I always learn so much from you! 

 

Comment From Jakermo♥♥  

Thanks so much Jaime for sharing your knowledge and experience with us! Look forward to seeing you again. 

 

Comment From A fan  

Jamie, do you have a buttercup shirt or bag? If not which one would you like? 

 

 Jaime Sajecki:  

Ha ha I gave one to my dad! his photo is on the WCV FB page! 

Thanks! :) 

 

Comment From Carol in Oregon  

Thank you for your time and wonderful information. 

 

Comment From Kathryn in Mi  

Thanks for chatting today. It's been very informative. 

 

Comment From susan in Utah  

Thank you so much, Jaime! 

 

Comment From Doris  

Thank you Jaime! 

 

Comment From GN  

You gotta love her. She wanted to sit in the forest and watch monkeys. 

 

Comment From Maria D, Boston  

Thank you for your time and for sharing such great info with us, Jamie!! 

 

Comment From Pat, NJ  

Thank you Jaime for taking time out of your busy schedule to be with us. Missed the very beginning of the visit so will scroll back now. Glad to see 

our bears were so attentive also. 

 

Comment From Carol in Lynchburg  

Thank you, Jaime, for chatting with us today. You're one of my favorite guests, and you always teach me so much. 

 

Comment From Cathy in Poquoson  

Thank you for spending time with us. Love hearing your stories! 

 

Comment From Renee in PA  

Thank you so much Jaime. Great information today! 

 

Comment From Me  

Thank you. Hope you have a great day and all goes well with the releases next week. 

 

Comment From Mardie in Seattle  

Cut it short? That was a great hour and 1/2! Thank you so much Jaime! 
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Comment From Sally in SoCal  

Thank you so much Jaime for sharing your time with us. It's always very educational. I also enjoy your visits. 

 

Comment From Jakermo♥♥  

LOL, those bears in the tree are hysterical!! 

 

Comment From :Lynne - TheMaritimes.ca  

I think we should thank the person who kept bears up on Cam1 all through this session. & thank the bears for cooperating, too 

 

Comment From CarolinaGirl  

Thanks Jaime. Your time with us is appreciated! Such a learning experience. 

 

Comment From tinksmom/MO  

Sorry I missed the discussion, thanks Jaime, for chatting with all the bear lovers! 

 

Comment From Lydia, PA ♥ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ ♥  

I knew you would like that part GN 

 

Comment From Heidi in NH  

GN, you are priceless, as also you are Jamie. Thank you 

 

Comment From VA Kris  

Jaime, thank you so much for visiting with us today. I always learn so much from your talks. You are a gem! 

 

Comment From Lydia, PA ♥ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ ♥  

Thank You Jamie. We know you are busy and we do appreciate your time. Would love it if you can visit again after the release. Thank You! 

 

Comment From David in VA.  

Jaime, we thank you for the time you were able to give us today... 

 

Comment From Lois - Bath, NY  

Jaime thank you so much for being here with us today. It is always a pleasure to hear your information and views. Good luck on Monday, hoping all 

goes well. 

 

Comment From izzy  

I have to head out now, but wanted to say thank you to Jaime for another amazing chat session! Your range of information is always outstanding, 

and your level of compassion and dedication for all that you do is inspiring. I learned so much today an absolute privilege. 

 

Comment From Lori in NC  

Thank you for your time Jamie...I enjoyed the information! 

 

Comment From MH in SC  

Thank you for spending so much time with us today...and looking forward to video of tagging, weighing, comparisons before vs after, and the 

release of the 7 

 

Comment From Seahawk Nadine-U.P.,WA  

The bear that is sleeping is being PHOTO BOMBED. LOL @ 1:15 est 

 

Comment From Lydia, PA ♥ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ ♥  

This current group of 7 all like to be in the same tree. I think many of us with our human emotions worry they will get separated and miss each 

other. We tend to displace our own needs for attachment onto the bears I guess. 

 

Comment From BarbB in nj  

Jaime, I live in nw jersey...it is farm country here, mountains and lakes, really beautiful..and bears. 

 

Comment From Lydia, PA ♥ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ ♥  
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And add to that, we had a yearling walking around in town neigborhoods last week here in South Central PA. Made our local paper. Our wildlife 

agencies helped it find its direction back towards wooded area bordering town 

 

Comment From Doris  

Any time you want to tell any of your stories, we would love for you to come here to tell us! 

 

Comment From Lydia, PA ♥ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ ♥  

I think you should voice record all your stories Jamie and have someone write it down for you. Would be great book! 

 

Comment From Lydia, PA ♥ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ ♥  

(as an aside, that bear in the tree crook sure looks comfy. Good spot) 

 

Comment From Me  

Jaime: I get it. I don't like hunting and do not allow hunting on my property BUT if someone is going to hunt it should be because they need to feed 

their family. No hunting just for the kill - that I don't get and never will. 

 

Comment From Carol in Oregon  

I am thankful that we have you Jaime and WCV to give these bears the best possible chance at a good life. 

 

Comment From Seahawk Nadine-U.P.,WA  

Thank you Jaime for being here today and sharing your knowledge about bears with us. We have grown to love bears and all the hard work you and 

WCV put in together for the welfare of these beautiful animals. ♥ 

 
 o  ent  ro   ale    ๏  ๏)  

Our kids are so grateful for your compassion, intellectual understanding, and thoughtful management of Virginia's bears, Jaime. Thanks again for 

your time, and keep up the most excellent work! 

 

Comment From susan/FL  

love the way this bear is sitting in the tree! 

 

Comment From Mardie in Seattle  

Jaime! I forgot the time difference and almost missed your chat. Will have to scroll back. I am awed by your work and caring for the bears in VA. 

 

Comment From Lori in NC  

AS a kid we would have gone without meat many winters without my dad hunting. We grew up hunting and learning respect for the animals and 

environment from my dad and granddad and great-granddad. 

 

Comment From Seahawk Nadine-U.P.,WA  

This bear looks pretty relaxed to me in the tree. His paws are swinging in the breeze. Too funny and CUTE!!! 

 

Comment From PaulaR  

(Bear on cam so thoroughly relaxed in a tree that you can see the breeze moving her forepaw around!) 

 

Comment From Me  

Love the zoom of the bear hanging out taking a nap. Good grief, it is not even trying to hang on. 

 

Comment From DJ Okefenokee Swamp  

I have really enjoyed your session Jamie and always learn so much. We have a few bears around here as well but they stay more in the shade in this 

heat then out roamin! Thanks again! 

 

Comment From Jakermo♥  

Thank you so much for caring for Bears, Jaime. Hard to tell, but we really love all these cubs and yearlings. We want them to be wild and free but 

be successful in having long lives! 

 

Comment From Regina, IL  
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Hi, Jamie. My cousin up in Birchwood, WI was surprised to hear there was a mama black bear & 4 cubs walking through town when the bluegill 

festival going on. What would make the bear go walking around with so many people. I guess some kids chased after the bears. I'd like to know 

where their parents were. goof balls. 

 

Comment From PaulaR  

Seriously, it reminds me of my cats. Cats supposedly are solitary animals, but they end up living fairly happily as a family unit together...maybe 

because like bears they are intelligent, adaptable animals who can go beyond their biological "hard wiring. 

 

Comment From CaroleinMN  

I hope no one ever discourages Kiley from reading about bears!!! That's a wonderful story! 

 

Comment From izzy  

Wow that is a comfortable bear! 

 

Comment From Seahawk Nadine-U.P.,WA  

Thank you Jaime for being here with us today. Take care and have a great release on Monday. We will miss watching these 7 but so happy for them 

to be FREE!!! 

 

 


